Dundas Works Roundtable #13: Intensification
Tuesday, May 4th, 2021 7:00-8:45 pm
Meeting Minutes Rev.2 - draft
We hosted our third virtual roundtable. 20 people including 5 facilitators were in attendance.
The Dundas Works facilitators presented framework for the evening’s discussion which is included in the
minutes:
●
Why are we talking about “Intensification in Dundas” tonight?
●
Examples of Intensification
●
Secondary Dwelling Units
●
The Missing Middle
We used the breakout room feature to create four smaller groups to maximize individual input for
roundtable discussion:
1.
Should Hamilton freeze its urban boundary?
2.
What would intensification look like in Dundas?
We reconvened to share summaries from the groups before closing.
Why are we talking about “Intensification in Dundas” tonight? - Introduction by Jim Sweetman
The Provincial Government is requiring all municipalities to determine how much land they
will need to plan for population and job growth targets to the year 2051. Hamilton’s
population is forecasted to increase by 236,000 (to 820,000) and the number of jobs to
increase by 122,000 (to 360,000) between today and 2051.
In simple terms, “intensification” means increasing the number of people and the number of
jobs within a given area.
In our case, the given area is that defined by the current urban boundary. Outside our urban
boundary is greenbelt and farmland.
City staff have recommended to Council that they approve the “Ambitious Density
Community Area land needs scenario” which requires (1) intensification across the City and
(2) moving the urban boundary to encompass an additional 1,340 hectares (about 5 square
miles).
Interestingly, City staff feel we have enough employment lands so the additional 1,340
hectares is for residential needs.
On March 29, over 50 citizen delegations were made to the General Issue Committee asking
that the boundary not be changed and that all growth be accommodated within the existing
urban area.
Council agreed that the public consultation by City staff to date has been inadequate. It was
agreed that a survey would be mailed to all households in Hamilton to seek input.
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The purpose of this Roundtable was to educate ourselves on this topic so we are in a better position to
give meaningful feedback when we receive the survey.
Examples of Intensification - presented by Margot Carnahan
Intensification can reduce urban sprawl and preserve valued green space. It is also public transit friendly,
promotes healthy walkability and cycling, reduces commuting, supports local business, reduces our
carbon footprint, and can create housing choices and affordability.
Types of intensification:
1. Redevelopment of existing land use, including brownfield development
Dundas Examples:
Alexander Towns (338 King St. W.), new town homes where Tammy's Place formerly stood
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Creekside Condos which were built on remediated brownfield land

Amica Retirement Home, also built on remediated brownfield which provides housing and
employment
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2. Development in an underutilized area.
Dundas Example: 71 Main Street proposal

3. Infill on small sites or single plots of land not previously developed
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which can result in a "monster home" which does not fit in with the surrounding street character

4. Conversion of non-residential (schools, churches, commercial, industrial)
Dundas examples:
Hatt Street Millworks (64 Hatt St.) proposal was formerly Valley City Manufacturing
Horn of Plenty second floor apartments
District Lofts was previously a school
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5. Conversions or additions to existing residential like this single family home converted to three units

These secondary dwelling units (SDU)s, can include laneway or carriage house conversions,
like this one on Princess Street in Dundas:
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Secondary Dwelling Units - presented by Michelle Chin
In 2019 the Province's More Homes, More Choice Act mandated the City of Hamilton to get Secondary
Dwelling Units or SDUs into its zoning bylaws.
A second unit is a self-contained independent dwelling with a private kitchen, bathroom living and
sleeping areas. It is accessory, subordinate, or smaller in size than the principal home.
Hamilton calls this the "Residential Zone Project" to create new units on existing residential properties.
The new regulations are meant to harmonize a patchwork of rules for granny flats and laneway houses
across the city. The Planning Committee approved SDUs in April and it has been ratified by City
Council.

An SDU is what we often think of as a granny suite but it can come in many different forms.
In an existing house you could create a basement apartment, an upstairs apartment or have an attached
suite. But only one SDU in the existing bldg, cannot turn into a triplex or fourplex.
You could convert an existing accessory building such as a garage or coach house,
or, you could build a detached backyard suite. Detailed specifications are on the City website.
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You could create an SDU in the existing house and a detached SDU for a total of two secondary units
on an existing property maximum. SDUs cannot be severed or sold, only rented. It should not
significantly change the look or feel to the community.
The Missing Middle - presented by Tim Leslie
One of the reasons that we are all so interested in this topic is that we want to have say in how our town
is intensified. When faced with the prospect of new development a common feeling we have is
powerlessness and dread. Current regulations that govern planning in Hamilton have evolved to the
point that they seem to serve only politicians and developers rather the citizens that live and work here.
Some of the types of intensification that have occurred in Dundas….are not always the most contextually
appropriate buildings. A type of building not mentioned is one that doesn’t seem to be created often……
It is what’s has been dubbed “The Missing Middle”. This type of building makes up the historical King
Street block between Cross and Sydenham. It is also found surrounding the commercial centre of
Westdale…..2- 4 storey mixed use, small commercial and residential buildings…not block sized
buildings such as those found on King between Cross and York. These buildings are built up to the
sidewalk and over the years have adapted and changed use over time. They house more affordable
housing unit sizes. Their variable facades create streets that are walkable and lively. The problem is that
our zoning bylaws do not encourage these types of buildings.

We need development that makes Dundas a better place rather than a worse one. One of the concepts
that was first introduced at our Development Roundtable in 2018 was “Form Based Planning Codes”.
Instead of the current “Zoning Bylaw” that only regulates use and density, or “Secondary Plans” which
are only guidelines rather than laws, “Form Based Codes” specify how building facades must border the
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street, and the size of buildings and how they relate to one another. They have been used to create a
downtown core in Mississauga.
From a paper written by “Strong Towns” …..a non-profit organization which is advocating for a
community driven grassroots revival to make our towns thrive in the future…..
” a form-based code puts the emphasis on making sure the buildings in a neighbourhood are
compatible with their surroundings, while letting the mix of actual activities in them be more eclectic.”
Form Based Codes require a vision, not just a regulation. They empower the community, because they
are the ones that create it. They encourage good community supported intensification rather than
developer driven high rises and sprawl. Small missing Middle buildings would be the norm, rather than
the exception.
If preserving the urban boundary is important to us, then intensification in Dundas can be part of the
solution, and reforming planning practices.
Questions to frame the Roundtable Discussion - Consolidated notes from the four breakout rooms
1. Should Hamilton freeze its urban boundary?
2. What would intensification look like in Dundas?
Question 1 – Should Hamilton freeze its urban boundary?
● At face value – the City should absolutely not expand the boundary. We need agricultural land.
That said, we need to understand more about other options. Secondary Dwelling Units (SDUs)
are a very good idea
● Also opposed to the sprawl that would result from extending the urban boundary. Sprawl makes
transportation more difficult. Many costs of the sprawl are “hidden”. But we need to face this
issue now.
● Against sprawl. It takes an hour to drive across Hamilton already. New suburbs do not create
complete communities.
● Freeze the boundary. We keep expanding to avoid dealing with the need for intensification. We
should be looking at the Hwy 8 corridor for intensification. But we also need more green space
within the urban boundary.
● Using the greenhouse gas reduction lens, there is no justification for sprawl. Freeze the
boundary!
● What impact will climate refugees have on the need for housing and jobs in Hamilton? How
might this affect our intensification targets? We have a mindset that says we don’t have to
squeeze, i.e. intensify, because we have always sprawled out into farmland. It is extremely
difficult to get the permits and cover the costs to create an SDU. How much land could be saved
if more people created SDUs?
● The current high cost of housing is an incentive for more people to create SDUs on their
properties as a source of income.
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● There is a resounding Yes to freeze the urban boundaries - but there are a few ideas that could
create a cohesive walkable city - Redevelopment mixed use - walkable pocket communities to
create affordable housing options
● Having the workplace close to where you live (restaurants, shopping centers, etc.) - if we have to
develop into the urban boundary we would like to see this utopia in mixed usage - not monster
suburbia homes - begs the question if people in the boundary feel a connection
● Mindset change that needs to happen with how much living space we really need
● Highlight mixed use (no to single use residential which promotes a car culture ● If you object to enlarge the urban boundary, you must support intensification
● There are a lot of places that could be intensified (old buildings that have good bones) that could
be built up
● We need leadership and it starts with the local councillor
● 4-plex and 6-plex community living; small apartment-like dwellings, could support each other
(outside of Hamilton core there is so much space)
● Against single family homes - if you do it, the development should be high density
● Recommendation Citizens At City Hall - CATCH - a great community source to inform people
about issues facing Dundas
● Unanimous yes to freezing boundary.
● If boundary does get expanded, area rating must be implemented to pay for services.
● Green space needed for health, environment, agriculture; once gone cannot get it back.
● We would be robbing future generations
● Is it possible to shrink urban boundary: in specific little pockets, similar to the proposal to expand
it in certain spots?
● If population grows as projected, green space will be needed even more than it is now for
recreational space, increased agricultural demand and to address climate change
● Important that as many people as possible respond to City of Hamilton survey regarding urban
boundary
● Yes, delegated to city. Intensification can be good or bad depending on who is being built for
(housing or investment properties). Also huge climate concerns with Sprawl.
● Yes, Need to protect agricultural land also we have land to spare (photo of parking lots in Urban
Hamilton), mentioned other underused spaces. Sprawl locks in huge climate impacts also no
need to expand urban infrastructure outward. European model.
● Yes, expanding suburb after suburb hasn’t worked. Reliance on cars and large commutes versus
active and local transport. Holland has grown in compact and thoughtful ways connected by bike
paths and public transit more aligned with the Missing Middle.
● Yes but how intensification is handled could create issues. How residents feel should shape
process.
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● Yes, many good reasons to freeze the boundary. Saving Ag Land of personal importance.
Missing Middle Idea is exciting high density without high rises.
Question 2 – What would intensification in Dundas look like?
● We don’t want new development to “stick out like a sore thumb”. An example of good design is
the colour coordination of the Amica building with the existing buildings. If Creekside had used
colours like Amica, it would not look so poor in comparison. Yes – we want some “excitement”
in our urban design but we want the design elements to fit.
● There is no simple solution. What if we created more Amica-like buildings? Europe does not feel
cramped yet their cities are much more intensified. Zoning and bylaws can encourage things not
just be a barrier. We need less cars in our communities.
● SDUs are definitely part of the answer. We do not want tall buildings.
● Dundas has lots of single family homes that can accommodate SDUs
● We can’t be against everything. Most developments in Dundas are actively opposed by the
neighbours. While the core or “node” of Dundas is intensified, the suburbs of Dundas have
opportunity for more intensification of both residents and employment opportunities.
● We will have to deal with an individual property owner’s rights verses the rights of the
neighbours.
● Developers regard “building in character” as code for NIMBY. We need to find a way to achieve
YIMBY – Yes in my back yard.
● Aging in place ideation for secondary dwelling units
● Retrofitting current buildings to their highest use - a mixed use
● Dundas has an aging population which opens the conversation for a modality of uses in bringing
family home, care support workers etc.
● Environmental benefits of smaller dwellings and their smaller footprint
● Some are worried about the survey that they are putting out - worries that people don’t
understand the intensification and just say “yay okay more land to use”
● Homes keep getting bigger and bigger
● Some concerned about sharing spaces with strangers - historically poor time to go through this
change
● Our own children won't even be able for them to afford it
● Not sure that we need 6 and 7 story buildings to intensify things
● Taxed on Frontage - Amsterdam has small property frontage and therefore houses are 3+ stories
● Donut cities (Copenhagen) to take pressure off of that center - intensification happens outside
core to preserve the historic core.
● Needed for affordability, especially granny flats and SDUs
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● How high is too high for intensification and what are density targets: density targets are approx.
100 people jobs/hectare for Dundas and urban areas outside Hamilton core (core targets are
higher), as per GRIDS2 2016 Dundas and Stoney Creek are at their density targets already
● Form based can be "antiseptic looking", example given of Ancaster main drag
● Form based should be more like European cities, preserving character and blending architectural
presentations
● Develop the entrance to Dundas (Cootes Drive), form based plan would be ideal for this
● Hatt St has room to intensify, using "missing middle" development could greatly intensify this
street close to core of Dundas
● NIMBYism - some people reject any change at all, and some reject changes affecting their own
property area
● Secondary Plan is coming (soon?) - can we get involved in process to provide community input
and possibly request that form-based planning be integrated?
● Toronto Island is an example closer to home that has high density, high cycle usage, and lots of
tree canopy looks like some streets in Dundas
● People aren’t necessarily looking to change the built form, predicting push back in Dundas
● On Melville looking to build SDU and was turned down. Thinking about SDUs in heritage
district how will people look and feel about it? Other issue: Proposed building at Brock/Melville
51 new units what happens to traffic + Infrastructure. Where do people get their food?
● Sees lots of parallels between municipal developers and provincial developers (profit, donations
to elected reps etc.). Maybe we need a new planning process that centres our community vision.
Maybe longer-term this looks like a public development company but in the short term could
council pass minimum standards both with respect to climate concerns (Insulation, energy
efficiency, green infrastructure etc.) as well as community input?
● Keeping character includes natural heritage elements, protecting these may necessitate more
development in other areas of the city but an inventory of unused and underused spaces would
provide a good place to start.
● Dundas protects the escarpment and the escarpment protects Dundas. Developers have profit
motive to maximize everything. Too much too quickly. Gradually allows for adaptation.
Encourage smaller development.
● Own people to do own things maybe. Find way to rein in developers. King St. Heart and Soul of
what makes Dundas.
● Where are people going to get their groceries? If we need more people here we need to bring
something that brings people in. How will they move around? Not all going to work in Dundas.
Cars will bring people in to Dundas to visit and shop. Driving outside Dundas for food. Bigger
than just housing, need to plan more aspects (transit, education, employment).
● Cheaper to repair versus build new
● Process not one simple change. Need to build capacity and power in community and city to be
taking on this work at the same time of taking away some power away from developers. Green
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New Deal Perspective: can create jobs in repairing and maintaining infrastructure, heritage, care
work, food production. Can also look at the drivers of the system; how would a rent-free
program protect tenants and dis-incentivise certain types of builds in favour of affordable
housing?
● Gradual change is good. Yes looking at systems. Protecting farmland important.
● Yes jobs are key; used to be more (both in the community and at institutions like Amica). What’s
the process to getting new jobs here?
● Yes education focus is so important. Has experienced some people don’t care, how do you get
them to care?
● Feeling a bit hopeful about engaging Dundas. Value in a climate/sustainability lens in addressing
multiple simultaneous concerns. Multiple problems can have the same solution so more people
could be connected to those BIG solutions. Community engagement in building/growing their
community is a good place to start organizing. As attendees we could all build our skills as
community builders and email our councillor today.
● Losing valuable Infrastructure such as Parkside High School. DW focus is political engagement
and getting people engaged
● These issues are all connected. Yes solutions that bring multiple problems together can draw
bigger audience
● Survey city is doing isn’t stopping them from considering sprawl. Current proposal on Engage
Hamilton site looks at removing lands from the greenbelt.
● 161 Park St. Granny Flat successful addition.
● Successes right now in protecting community. Want to be careful to use with intent of building
complete community: Heritage designation is a tool; Natural heritage and strong community
actions also are tools important to engage with HCA to oppose moving the Ancaster Wetland.
There is also a seniors co-housing movement in Dundas/Hamilton which requires internal
renovations but generally increases density, meets a community need, provides employment
(homecare/support/care work), and doesn’t change built environment. Maybe this is what a
gradual solution looks like?
● Some summary points from the closing:
● Unanimous agreement that the urban boundary should be frozen
● SDUs are definitely a way to intensify
● We need to define what we mean by “contextually appropriate”. What do we want? What do we
not want?
● There needs to be a realization that we cannot be against all new development. If we want to
keep the few schools we have left, if we want to ensure our demographics do not shift from
young to old, if we want our local merchants to be viable, we will have to intensify.
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